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ABSTRACT 

Although the hybrid creature known as the Minoan Genius was clearly derived from the Egyptian Ashaheru I Taweret, according to the 

iconographical evidence in the Aegean, its functions and meaning di.ffer considerably. Nonetheless, in images showing the Minoan Genius as 

accompanied by a lion, flanked by lions, dogs or men, or performing actions on a podium-like structure, this fantastic being is clearly defined as 

a deity. Although a hybrid creature with the position of a deity is highly unusual in Minoan and Mycenaean iconography, we cannot do 

otherwise than attribute to the Minoan Genius the semi-divine character of a minor deity which is unique in the Aegean Bronze Age. 

Additionally, seal motifs of the Minoan Genius allow us to pose the question whether Neopalatial Crete was really a coequal member of a 'Near 

Eastern koine 'or whether it was positioned, instead, at the periphery of this 'ideological realm'. 

As Nanno Marinatos demonstrated in her numerous studies, 

looking back to the origins of the history of research can be 

extremely useful for a better understanding of the status quo of our 

interpretations in Aegean Protohistory. As early as 1894, some 
years before Arthur Evans started his excavations at Knossos, in 

the same volume where his first article on Aegean Bronze Age 

scripts appeared, an article was published by Arthur Bernard Cook 

on the iconographical figure which, nowadays, we generally call 

the "Minoan Genius". 1 There, Cook interpreted images of this 

hybrid creature as evidence of a cult of the lion, the horse, the ass, 

the swine and other animals and deduced from them the existence 

of animal worship in Minoan Crete and Mycenaean Greece. 

Nowadays, this assumption can no longer be maintained any 

more, as the abundant evidence of male and female deities in 

iconographical and textual sources of the Aegean Bronze Age 

makes clear. Not even Linear B tablets from Boiotian Thebes 

mentioning quantities of agricultural products destined for such 

animals as dogs, mules, geese and snakes could impair our view that 

in the religions of the Bronze Age Aegean - in contrast to those of 

other Eastern Mediterranean civilizations - gods and goddesses 

were imagined exclusively in anthropomorphic form. 2 However, 

only the hybrid creature of the Minoan Genius, as remarked 

already by Cook, continues to cause some problems in this respect. 

In a recent article, the present author has discussed the varying 

iconographical forms and the development of the Minoan 

Genius. 3 In this contribution some aspects of the meaning of this 

most spectacular and challenging creature of Aegean iconography 

will be explored. 

ICONOGRAPHICAL CONTEXTS AND FUNCTIONS OF THE 

MINOAN GENIUS 

The hybrid creature named "Minoan Genius" by Aegean 

archaeologists can be counted among the most frequently 

represented of the fantastic beings in Aegean iconography and has 

been investigated most thoroughly, yet many of its aspects remain 

enigmatic.4 Although there is indeed a probability that this figure 

reached Crete via images from the Syro-Levantine area,5 its origin 

lies in the Egyptian hippopotamus deity of the 13th Dynasty called 

Ashaheru which was later absorbed by Taweret. This Egyptian 

composite deity was mainly responsible for the protection of 

women and children, childbirth and the underworld, but it also 

possessed further roles of a minor deity.6 In Minoan iconography 

it appears for the first time in seal images from MM IIB (around 

1750 B.C.E.) in 'Minoanized' form: in the 'belly variant' (Figure 

1), it is depicted with a swollen belly, pendulous breasts and a 

hippopotamus-like head (none of these features survive the 

Middle Minoan period) and holding a single-handled jug of 

Minoan type.7 By LM I (1680-1500 B.C.E.), the Minoan Genius 

gradually changed his form and received a truly conceptualized 

pictorial image in what could be named the 'standard variant'. The 

figure became more human-like, while head, arms and legs appear 
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Belly variant Standard variant lnsect-agrimi variant 

MMIIB 1, I MMIIB 

MMIII rt{ MMIII 

LMI fitt~, LMI 

LM 1-11 1ff f I LM 1-11 

LBA 11-IIIA ! 1ft LBAII-IIIA 

LBAIIIA JJ ~ LBAIIIA 

LH 111B ft LH 111B 

LHIIIC A LHIIIC 

Figure 1: Typological development of che Minoan Genius (drawing by the author) 

Figure 2: Stone-triton from Malia, detail (after Claude 

Baurain and Pascal Darcque, flUn triton en pierce a 
Malia," Bulletin de Correspondence Hellenique 107 
(1983): 17, fig. 14; courtesy of the F.fA/ I. 
Athanassiadi) 

more leonine than before. The Genius loses his female breasts and 
the sex of the creature changed to an obviously male one. The by 
now deliberately broader activities of this flhri.1re allow us to 

attribute to him a human-like character atypical of hybrid 
creatures in Aegean imagery.8 Now, this creature was firmly 
integrated in and assimilated co the Minoan iconography. 

Since LM I, the Minoan Genius with his strongly 
'Minoanized' phenotype (Figure 1), his Minoan attributes and his 
altered character enjoyed a remarkably widespread and long-lived 
popularity in Aegean art and was associated with numerous 
iconographical chemes9 which had very little in common with the 
Egyptian and Syro-Levantine models. 10 The only fonctional aspect 
possibly shared by both the Egyptian hippopotamus deities and 
the Minoan Genius is the association with liquid and fercility. 11 

The most popular motif of the Genius remains that of holding a 
jug with both paws. In this context the Genius occurs, for example, 
in front of a palm-crec, an altar or another Genius (Figure 2),12 

most frequently, though, in isolated or in antithetical form. n 
Although the jug held by the Genius suggests a popular function 
of the figure in watering, fertilizHion or libation rituals, ,md even 

if the pouring ofliquid is clearly attested by the scene on the scone 
triton from Malia (Fihri.m 2), it could be assumed that the jug does 
not always point to a distinct action of the Genius, but mostly 
functions as a pure attribute.H Despite his human-like activities, 
the position of the ,mns as well as the legs of the Minoan Genius is 
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mostly static, even when he is not holding his jug.15 Thus, holding 

a jug with both paws, the original gesture of the Minoan Genius, 
became a stereotypical, de-contextualized, 'petrified' iconic 

formula firmly connected with the creature itseH: irrespective of 

his distinct activities. As a consequence, the motif of the Minoan 
Genius has been 'imported', transformed and fixed, yet instead of 

becoming a lively figure, in most cases it remained a static, 

template-like, abstract emblem of formulaic character. 

Figure 3: Signet-ring from Tiryns (after CMS I, no. 179; 
courtesy of CMS Heidelberg) 

Figure 4: Seal-stone in Oxford (after CMS VI, no. 304; 
courtesy of CMS Heidelberg) 

Figure 5: Seal image from Pylos (after CMS I, no. 379; 
courtesy of CMS Heidelberg) 

Figure 6: Seal-scone from Voudcni, Patras (after CMS V 
Suppl. IB, no. 153; courtesy of CMS Heidelberg) 

Since the Minoan Genius could be multiplied and appears 

even in a group of four identical specimens, such as on the signet
ring from the 'Tiryns Treasure' (Figure 3),16 he constitutes a 

species of hybrid creature comparable with griffins and 'Minoan 
dragons'. The character of his activities, though, is situated much 

closer to the human sphere and the roles he plays are more 
exclusive ones. The Genius occurs in ritual and offering scenes, he 

leads a bull (Figure 4) or a lion (Figure 7),17 he kills a bull18 (Figure 
12) md he carries a goat, a stag (Figure 14), a bull or lions.19 As an 

aggressor, the Genius is not an active predator, comparable to wild 
beasts such as griffin or lion, but he supports and su bstimtcs a 

human hunter (Figures 12-13). A further function is chat of a 

protecting being as demonstrated by images where he is depicted 
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Figure 7: Seal-stone in Oxford (CMS VI, no. 306; 

courtesy of CMS Heidelberg 

Figure 8: Seal-stone from Mycenae (after CMS I. no. 172; 
courtesy of CMS Heidelberg) 

as flanking, protecting or being subdued by an anthropomorphic 

male and also female deity (Figure 5).2G On the Tiryns ring (Figure 

3) four Minoan Genii with their jugs are depicted as immediate 

servants of a deity or/and ruler. furthermore, a seal-stone from 

Voudeni, Patr;ts, shows the unique depiction of a Minoan Genius 

carrying on his shoulders a dead man (Figure 6),21 possibly 

constituting the only representation known so far of a dead human 

outside a warlike, hunting or bull-leaping concexc in Aegean 

iconography. The most plausible incerprecacion of chis motif is 

that of a Genius in the function of a divine servant and a 

metaphysical medium.22 Tims, the Minoan Genius, occurring also 

Egure 9: Seal image from Mycenae (after CMS I, no. 161; 
courtesy of CMS Heidelberg) 

Figure 10: Seal-stone in London (CMS VII, no. 95; 
courtesy of CMS Heidelberg) 

in highly unusual scenes, encompasses a remarkablywide thematic 

spectrum and, without any doubt, appears co be the most human 

amongst the hybrid creatures in Aegean iconography.23 

THE MINOAN GENIUS AS A DEITY 

Additional iconographical contexts exist which point co the 

divine nature of the Minoan Genius. While seal images showing a 

Genius as leading a bull (Figure 4) or carrying a stag (Figure 14) 

might be interpreted as being part of a (virtual) offering ritual, this 

can hardly apply to the motif of the Minoan Genius accompanied 
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by a lion (Figure 7),24 an ,mimal reinforcing his supernatural 

character comp,trable co th,tt of deities. 25 The divine nature of the 

Genius is even more obvious when he is flanked by animals such as 

lions26 (Figure 8) and dogs27 (Figure 9) and thus being presented 

in the position of a 'Master of animals'.28 Although this motif has 
been ascribed to a hter development,29 it occurs as e,trly as LM I
II.3n \Vith this iconographical scheme, chc Minoan Genius is 

dearly defined as "an object of veneration in its own right" (P. 

Rchal(31), a conclusion which is further reinforced by the 

occurrence of a Genius-man flanked by dogs in the same scheme 
of a 'Master of animals'.l2 Even more rem,ukable is the image of 
the Minoan Genius flanked by cwo men (Figure 10).33 Hum,m 

figures with identical gestures flanking a central fi!,ri.1re in the 
heraldic scheme are highly unusual in Aegean arc and surely must 

be interpreted as flanking a sacred symbol, a divine medium or a 

deity.l4 This motif of adoration by anthropomorphic figures as 
well as the transport of a de,td man by the Genius (Figure 6) 

demonstrate ,m extraordinary interaction between a hybrid 

creature and humans unparalleled in Aegean iconography. 
Furthermore, the sacred character of the Minoan Genius is 

supported by the scene represented on the stone-triton from 
Ma1ia'5 (Figure 2) showing ,t pair of unequal Genii on a podium

like structure which raises chem up co a supernatural sphcrc.16 

According co the hierarchy as attested by the veneration scenes in 

the mural-paintings ofXeste 3 in Thera and the newly recovered 
ivory relief lid from Mochlos, the larger Genius on the scone 

rhyton has to be attributed a divine ch,tracter.37 Although we have 

co be careful in projecting the sacral character offl1:,11ucs 'imported' 
from the Near East onto their Aegean counterparts, it is obvious 

that, at least in these images, we are confronted with the 
iconography of a deiry. Ir has to be emphasized ch,u ,t hybrid 

creature in the position of a deity is absolucdy unique in Aegean 

iconography. 

How TO DEHNE THE DIVINE CHARACTER Of THE 

MINOAN GENIUS? 

The Minoan Genius is probably the most sophisticated 

creature occurring in Aegean iconography insofar as hybridity not 
only characterizes his artistic form but also his iconological profile: 

a fantastic being folfilling rituals, transporting sacrificial(?) 

animals and humans, hunting and dominating wild beasts, 
supporting humans as well as deities and, occasionally, himself 

being in the position of a deity. This multitude of functions can 
hardly be explained by a diachronic change in the meaning of the 

Genius, for these functions seem co have existed simultaneously at 

least from LM I onwards. Initial, evolutioniscic interpretations of 

the divine character of the Minoan Genius as "daemons ~fjorest, 

mountain, and stream ... spirits q{the 1vilct (Ch. Tsountas andJ. I. 

Manatt"8
), comparable to the Satyrs of classical Greece, or "acting 

as vegetation Jpirits" (A. Evans19
) certainly fall short of our actual 

understanding. It must also be emphasized chat the Genius can by 

no means be interpreted as belonging to some popular belief, as 

supposed by Nilsson and Evans:40 on che contrary, che im,tges 

allow us to define him as being an integral p,m of the official 

Minoan rdigion:11 Assessments such as that by M. P. Nilsson come 

closer to the iconographical evidence: "They are not gods 

themse/veJ~ but the str~{f ofwhich gods are rn,1de ... superior to anirn,1is 

and to man",42 as well as chat by M.A. V. Gill: "its main jimaion 

has developed.from that of the human priesthood, but by nature it 

belongs with the gods", thus being "a semi-divine intermediary 

between god and man".43 Or, according to F. van Stratcn, the 

genius is "an intennediary being, subordinate to the great gods," but 

"at the same time participating of the nature ~f divinity", and 

therefore "a sort ~(second rate Potnios Theron"44 
- "plus puissant 

que Les hommes, moins inaccessible que les dieux ... un intermediaire 

entre les deux spheres hurnaine et divine" ( Ch. Sambin45) , and thus 

representing in images such as chat on the stone triton from Malia 

(Figure 2) "at least demi-deities" Q. Phillips46
). 

Ir is no wonder char attempts have been made to look for 

terms within the Linear B corpus that may refer co the figure of 

the Minoan Genius: S. Marinatos proposed an identification of 

the Genii holding a libation jug with di-pi-si-jo-i ( which he took to 

denote 'the thirsty ones'; Jae.) in the Pylian Fr series,47 while F. van 

Smtten associated chem with the a-pi-qo-ro-i ( amphiquoloi, 

servants, attendants; dat.) in texts from Pylos,4~ hue the latter 

should rather he understood as hum,m servants who, at times, 

seem co be involved in ritual activities:19 The donkey-headed 
Minoan Genii on a fresco fragment from Mycenae led D. Rousioti 

to suggest an association with the mules (e-mi-jo-no-i; dac.) 

receiving rations on the Thebes tablets,50 whereas A. Bernabe 

recognized in che Genii of chis fresco fragment the to-pa-po-ro-i 

(translated by him as 'rope-bearers'; dat.) who also appear in the 

Theban tcxcs.51 None of these proposals possesses a higher 

probability; in short, chc textual evidence is unable co give us any 

further dues for understanding the sacredness of the Minoan 

Genius. 
One thing is obvious concerning the character of the Minoan 

Genius: his appearance excludes him from being of familiar human 
nature, and this simple statement might be of crucial importance 

for the understanding of this fantastic creature. As we have seen 

above, the Minoan Genius is also atypical of an Aegean deity in 
many respects. Concerning his attribution co some 'mythological' 

sphere, we have to confess our basic incapability of defining such a 

sphere in the Aegean Bronze Age.52 Not only docs the Aegean 
iconography hardly deliver clear evidence for the existence of 
mythological narratives and heroes or heroines in the Near Eastern 
or lacer classical Greek sense, we are also broadly un,tble co 

discin!,ri.1ish deities attributable co different ranks or graded levels 

of divincness. Additionally, since the Minoan Genius is not an 

individual creature but constitutes a species of hybrid beings, he 
hardly can be seen as an individual deiry. However, the 

iconographical contexts and the patterns of hierarchy set him 

apart from other hybrid or exotic creatures such as griffin, 'Minoan 
dragon' or lion and allow us to ascribe a preeminent character to 
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him. Although F. van Straten has spoken of" an und[/ferentiated 

collecti~·ity" of Minoan Cenii,5-' the image on the scone triton from 

Malia (Figure 2) demonstrates rhat the c;cnii, in contrast ro ocher 

fantastic, intermediary creatures, could parallel the social 
hierarchy of the ritual realm of humans and possibly also that of 
deities. The Minoan Genius may even substitute humans and/or 
deities in some preeminent functions such as flanking a deity 

(Figure 5) or transporting(offering?) a man (Figure 6).0
•i Thus, not 

che familiarity ,vith, but the otherness of chis creature in its 

appearance as well as its iconological content seem to h,ive been of 

major significance. As a consequence, the wide range of functions 
covered by the Genius in iconography is remarkable, but chis docs 
not necessarily point t0 an inconsistent meaning for chis figure. 

It is important co note that the Minoan Genius constitutes a 
conceptualized figure already since his first appearance in lace 
Protopalatial Crete. The conclusive consideration by J. 
\Veingartt:n that the Genius may have been «part of a conceptual 

expt1mion of liquid-pouring rites as represented by new cult 

assernhlages"5
; could explain the stereotypical, formula-like 

character of this figure. Its re-conceptualization in the Neopalatial 

period is even more obvious when the Genius is depicted in a 
multitude of functions and positions, but not in contradicting 
ones. In any case, there must have existed a distinct need r<H· such 

an abstract, multifunctional ,md somewhat 'neutral' creature of 
semi-divine nature, ,L kind of minor deity, in tht: Aegt:an mindset 
and religious conception. so' l'his makes the iviinoan Genius unique 

in Aegean iconography and, furthermore, could be one of the few 
characteristics which he actually 

NEOPALATIAL CRETE A..'> PART Of A 'NEAR EASTERN 

KOINE'? 

In order to reconsider the concept of a 'Near Eastern koine' in 

the light of these observations, we will start by briefly reviewing 

some additional seal images of the .Minoan Genius. Scalings from 
LM II-III A Knossos (f-igurc 11) show the Genius in his traditional 
'Minoanized' form, in the 'insect-agrimi varimt' of this period 
(Figure 1), as standing behind a Lion-man who is handling two 

isolated legs of a quadrupcd.57 A. Evans already conclusively 
interpreted this seal image as a Minoan version of che Eb'YPtian 

motif of Taweret supporting Horus in his struggle against Seth 

who is symbolized by detached bull limbs and stood in connection 
with an astral conscellation.18 In cases such as this, N. Marinatos 

might be correct in her assessment: "1Vear Ea.stern texts and 

rep re sen ta lions o_{ler an inv,1lu,1hle guide_/i>r 1he "reading" o_(~t!inoan 

images ,md religion."'~ This, however, is less evident in the image 

on LM I seal-impressions from Kato Zakros depicting the Minoan 
Genius as killing a raging bull with a lance (Figure 12).60 Although 

M. A. V. Gill, in her interpretation of this seal image, has taken 
into consideration a depiction of the same conflict between Horus 
(here symbolized by the Minoan Genius) and Sech in the form of 
a bull,61 the Zakros image appears too far removed from any 

Egyptian models. Thus, as confessed by Gill herself it hardly 

aHows us to recognize a clear reflection of chis Egyptian 

mythological narrative. Furthermore, it is remarkable that the 
compositional scheme of the Minoan Genius as a protector 

standing behind a figure fighting against a wild beast, as on the 

Knossos sealings (Figure 11 ), occurs also on a Minoan cylinder seal 
from Kakovacos (Figure 13 ).62 However, do the presence and the 
position of the Minoan Genius in this image really suffice to 
recognize any Near Eastern inspiration? 

Figure 11: Seal image from Knossos (after CMS II 8, no. 
200; courtesy of CMS Heidelberg) 

A closer iconographical relation with Egyptian conceptions 
was also idt:ntified on a seal-stone in Berlin showing a Minom 

Genius carrying a dead stag on his shoulders (Figure 14).63 The 

two stars flanking the lower part of the Genius were suspected as 

belonging to J;1weret's stellar aspect in Egyptian astronomical 

images and, thus, this seal motif: again, was assumed to reflect the 

struggle between Horus and Seth.64 Since the animal carried by the 

Genius on this seal is a stag instead of a bull, the question arises: 
does the combination of a .Minoan Genius with star motifa suffice 

to associate this ttgure with the cosmological aspect of the 

Egypti,m T.uceret? Has the Aegem engraver of chis seal really 

understood che Egyptian astronomical context of the foreign 

prototype of che Minoan Genius? Although there exists a further 
i'vfinoan seal-stont: showing two Genii with a jug flanking a plant 

crowned by a rosette/'' in Aegean seal images scar-like motifs occur 

in combination with many different creatures such as lion, dog, 

bull (also in front of a tree) and bucranium, stag, foh and dolphin, 
owl, bee, a Bird-woman, a Bull-man, an Agrimi-man, a winged 
Lion-agrimi, the 'Minoan dragon', the sphinx, the griffin, a scene 

of griffin and lion and a female figure. Star motifs also occur beside 
an altar, as well as in form ofan obvious celestial motifin scenes of 
ritual, epiphany and rhe like. Even if, in sevtral cases, che star may 

function as a purely filling motif, we observe a remarkable 
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frequency in combination with hybrid creatures; nevertheless, any 

clear-cut, \veil defined meaning of the srar or rosette motifs going 
beyond a general 'metaphysical' or ritual significance, possibly 
possessing an 'orientali:i:ing' connotation, can hardly be 

recognized.66 It mighr also have been the case that series of rosettes 
and running spiral motifs in mural painting as well as in sculpted 

stone reliefcould have possessed a distinct meaning in the Hron:i:e 

Age Aegean. "7 

Figure 12: Seal image from Kaeo Zakros (afi:er CMS II 

7, no. 31; courtesy of CMS I lcidclberg) 

Figure 13: Cylinder seal from Kakuvatos (afi:er CMS XI, 
no. 208; courtesy of CMS Heidelberg) 

rigure 14: Seal-stone in Berlin (after CMS XI, no. 38; 
courtesy of CMS Heidelberg) 

Recently, an interpretation of the aoacing motifs in Minoan 
seal images as celestial constellations has also been proposed, and 

their dependenn: on the Near Eastern ones has been suggcstcd.68 

Although such a tr,ms-cultural transfer and ascribed meanings are 
nor at all unlikely, we may be sceptical as ro whether all these 

interpretations really do have a hearing on the meaning of the 

respective Minoan images. Although it appe,1rs doubtful that this 

explanatory model "is able to expliin all tmits and peruli,irities of' 

the_(lo,lting objects", as has been daimed/Y it constitutes at least a 

possibility. However, it is the at times strildng exchangeability of 
motifs such as star, rosette and circle with other motif~ and 

symbols in Aegean seal images which is perplexing, leading us to 

think of their arbitrary, inconsistent and not well understood 
application hy the artists. In the case of the Minoan (icnius, for 

example, it has to be doubted ,vhether his uccurn:nce in tht: 

'Egypcianizing' seal image witl1 bull limbs from Knossos (Figure 
11) has :mythingrodo with the acmal Minoan motif ofrhc c;cnius 

leading a bull (Figure 4).70 And why were star motifs added tu a 

Genius carrying a stag (Figure 14), whereas stars are completely 
absent in images showing the C ;cnius transporting a hull,71 which 

would conform much bem:r to the Eb,yptian context of Horus and 
Seth, if this association had in fact been intended? Additionally, 

we should not ignore the many Aegean examples where F.vans' 

",tstral cormertion",7• a symbolic me.ming of stars, rosettes and 

similar added motifs comparable to that in the Near East, hardly 

applies: Aegean images bearing a hcrmencutical meaning in the 

Near Eastern sense seem tu rnnstitute by far the exception rather 
than the rule. It is perhaps no wonder that derivations of Aegean 

images from !\'car Eastern prototypes, such as in the case of the 

Knossos sealinbTS with Minoan Genius, Lion-man and bull limbs 
(Figure 11 ), remain unique, although chis may change in the 
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furn re. Moreover, in the light of the highly visible 'Minoanization' 

by che seal-engravers in the depiction of che figures, che 

iconographical scyk and, to a certain extent, also che 
compositional arrangement of che pictorial elements, is it really 

reasonable to expect a dear-cut meaning and symbolism of these 

images identical co chose in che Near Ease? 
Looking for comparanda, similarities and contextual 

consistency arc che primary methodological cools we have at our 

disposal in this discussion. Given our considerable problems in 
understanding Minmm images such ,ts these, though, we have to 

confess th,tt it 1s hazardous co define iconogrnphical 

inconsistencies. Even if hardly any clear criteria can be established 
for defining trans-cultural interaction on the sector of 

iconography, we should bear in mind the possible distinction 

between the adoption of a foreign image and the adoption of its 
foreign meaning. Thus, although it is difficult to ,tssign co these 

and further ex,tmples an adequate phce in our understanding of 

Minoan iconography, it appears doubtful that such parallels with 
Egyptian motifs - although at first sight attractive - were more 

than individually copied or transformed images borrowed from a 
Near E,tscern prototype, with or wichouc correccly understanding 

its meaning. 

Nevertheless, it is remarkable chat primarily motifs of divine 

figures and hybrid creatures point to the fundamental significance 
of the Minoan adoption and adaptation of Near Eastern images in 

order to create a new iconography by che Neopal,tcial period. 
Especially with regard to mythological composite creatures in 

Aegean iconography, we gain the impression chat they 

categorically constitute figures stimulated by the Near East; at 

le,tsc, there can hardly be detected ,my hybrid creature sh,tped ah 

origi,ne by Minoans themselves and possessing a longer tradition in 

Aege,m iconography.73 As che case of che Minoan Genius 

demonstrates, we ,tre not confronted with phenomena such as the 

adoption ofNear Eastern deities and their fusion with pre-existing 

divine beings in Aegean iconography. When seen from the 
perspective of the history of religion, though, it is obvious that, in 

MM IIB, Minoans had a particular need co borrow a hybrid figure 

of the kind of Ashahern I Taweret and to connect ic with a ritual 

jug. By LM I, the functions of che Minoan Genius were 

considerably enlarged and, again, a theological requirement co 

integrate a multifunctional, somewhat neutral, fantastic figure of 

semi-divine nature must have existed. Is it any coincidence chat the 
most exotic, foreign-looking creature in Aegean iconography 

borrowed from abroad, i.e. the Minoan Genius, possessed a unique 

position in Aegean imagery and belief? W c should not forget that, 

instead of the Eh,yptian Ashaheru I 'J 'aweret itself, it was the newly 

adapted Minoan Genius which became an integral part of Aegean 
religions. Thus, although it might sound paradoxical, this 

prominent member of Minoan ritual iconography, originally 

borrowed from abroad, may well demonscrnce che fundamental 

dissimilarity of the divine sphere in the Aegean from the religious 

systems in the regions of the Near East. If the Minoan systems of 
belief were closely related co Near Eastern religions, two further 

issues would be perplexing: first, that in Aegean narrative scenes 

no further ex,tmple Gm he detected of a foreign, semi-divine 

cre,tcure possessing a comparably large spectrum of functions as 

the Minoan Gcnius.7i And second, that 'imported' creatures such 
as griffin and sphinx as well as the Minoan Genius remained 

stereotypical iconic formulae when compared with the agile, 

naturalistic animals and humans in Minoan iconography, even 
when they arc integrated as actors in multi-figured scenes. In order 

to delve deeper into the character of the Minoan Genius and his 

position in Aegean religion, a fresh look from a Near Eastern 
perspective may well deliver further fruitful stimuli. 

Without any doubt, the scholarly conception of a symbolic 

visual language common to Egypt, the Syro-Levantine area, 

Anatolia and Minoan Crete constitutes a highly stimulating and 
fruitful model enabling a better undermmding of incelleccual 

interaction in the Eastern Mediterranean during the Bronze Age. 
Nevertheless, the thought-provoking figure of the Minoan 

Genius, with his strongly 'Minoanized' forms and meanings of a 

minor deity, may well rather be the outcome of a deliberate 
instrumentalization of'foreignness', thus demonstrating that the 

character of motifa and symbols borrowed from the Near Ease 

remained 'somehow foreign' to people in the Aegean. As I have 
tried co ouclinc elsewhere, the Minoan adoption (and adaptation) 
of Near Eastern iconographical motifs and symbols in late 

Procopalatial and especially in Neopalacial Crete should be 

understood as occurring under che auspices of a religio-political 

stratch'Y by chc palatial authorities of Knossos, a strategy which 

ultimately led to the largely independent, remarkably self

contained character of Aegean religious iconography.75 I have the 
distinct impression chat one essential aspect of chis discussion is 

drastically underestimated by us: namely, the fact that, until the 

beginning of the Ncopala.tial period, Minoans did not require any 

religious iconography or images of their deities. This caused 

confusion not only among Aege,in archaeologists but, in all 
probability, also among Minoans themselves. This means that 

people and societies of the Aegean Bronze Age did not necessarily 

require a more or less standardised, clear-cut iconography of 
individual deities as was the case in all Near Eastern as well as later 

civilizations. Neutrality and hyper-individuality are essential traits 

of the Minoan definition of divine as well as human figures. 

Aniconicicy, anonymity and the absence of public sacral 
inscriptions set in stone are astonishing peculiarities of Aegean 

Bronze Age religions and demonstrate the fundamental 

discrepancy between the Aegean and any ocher culture of the 
Eastern Mediterranean world. 

Thus, in spite of the rich evidence of trans-cultural 
interaction such as che Tell el-Dah'a frescoes, as well ,ts ,t plethora 

of other archaeological finds and interpretations of iconography 

and symbolic lanh'llage co which Nanno Marinacos has 

contributed so much, the Bronze Age Aegean seems co have been 
positioned rather at che periphery of this 'ideological realm' 

insce,td of being a coequal member and active participant in an 

'Eastern Mediterranean koine'. Although it might sound 

frustrating, it appears that neither an 'ex oriente lux' nor the 

association with the ' Griechischcs \'v"under' by classicists is really 
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able co elucidate some of the idiosyncratic phenomen,t ,md 

mechanisms of Minoan Crete. 
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